Transit ridership flow and origin-destination (O-D) information is essential for enhancing transit network design, optimizing transit route and improving service. The effectiveness and preciseness of the traditional survey-based and smart card data-driven method for O-D information inference have multiple disadvantages due to the insufficient sample, the high time and energy cost, and the lack of inferring results validation. By considering the ubiquity of smart mobile devices in the world, several methods were developed for estimating the transit ridership flow from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data by filtering out the non-passenger MAC addresses based on the predefined thresholds. However, the accuracy of the filtering methods is still questionable for the indeterminate threshold values and the lack of quantitative results validation. By combining the consideration of the assumed overlapped feature space of passenger and non-passenger with the above concerns, a three steps data-driven method for estimating transit ridership flow and O-D information from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data is proposed in this paper, three steps including extracting the features of the representative characteristics of each detected Wi-Fi and Bluetooth MAC address, clustering the detected MAC addresses into passenger and non-passenger clusters using Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm, and estimating the population ridership flow and O-D information using Random Forest (RF) regression based on the number of MAC address in passenger cluster. The observed ridership flow is used as ground truth for calculating the performance measurements. According to the results, the proposed approach outperformed all selected baseline models and existing filtering methods. Based on the proposed approach, a real-time transit ridership flow and O-D information monitoring system is designed. The findings of this study can help to provide real-time and precise transit ridership flow and O-D information for supporting transit vehicle management and the quality of service enhancement. than the inside space of transit vehicles, the mobile devices carried by non-passengers are still possible to be detected. Thus, separating the mobile devices belonging to passengers and non-passengers is crucial for estimating ridership and O-D information from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data. Previously, several studies shed light on solving this problem based on filtering methods (Dunlap et al., 2016; Mishalani et al., 2016) . Basically, several empirically preset thresholds were used to filter out the data potentially belonging to non-passengers in terms of the time duration of MAC address existence, the number of times detected, the distances between the mobile devices and the transit stations for the first and the last detection, etc. However, the results of majority studies are barely convinced due to the lack of quantitative performance measurements. Since the true O-D information collection is costly and labor intensive, only a few studies provided the comparison of observed ridership flow and the estimated ridership flow, including the number of onboard, boarding and alighting passenger of each stop, with the estimated ridership flow based on filtering results (Hidayat et al., 2018; Ji et al., 2017; Oransirikul et al., 2014) . The obvious gaps between the observed data and the filtering results indicated the considerable errors caused by such hard threshold filtering methods. Hence, an accurate and effective method for separating the MAC address data belonging to passengers and non-passengers is quite needful.
Introduction
Real-time public transit ridership flow and origin-destination (O-D) information are crucial for transit network planning and routes optimization. Traveler surveys have been employed for acquiring such information in the majority of previous relevant research (Ben-Akiva et al., 1985) . However, the effectiveness and efficiency of survey-based methods are questionable in terms of high time and energy cost, and biased statistics (Wardman, 1988) . As the smart card becoming widely-used, some researchers have developed methods for estimating ridership and O-D related information based on transit smart card data (Kieu et al., 2015; Kusakabe and Asakura, 2014; Ma et al., 2017 Ma et al., , 2013 Ma et al., , 2012 Morency et al., 2007) . Nevertheless, the lack of quantitative validation makes the accuracy of smart card databased methods still doubtful. Nowadays, it is stated that more than 80% of individuals carried at least one Wi-Fi and Bluetooth mobile device in daily life ("• Global mobile phone internet user penetration 2019 | Statistic," n.d., "• Smartphone penetration in the US (share of population) 2010-2021 | Statistic," n.d.). Thus, estimating transit ridership and O-D information based on Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data has the great potential to be a more reliable method.
The mechanism of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing technology is capturing the hardware Media Access Control (MAC) address of the discoverable mobile devices through Wi-Fi management frame and Bluetooth slave response message within a specific detection range (Malinovskiy et al., 2010) . If the Wi-Fi or Bluetooth communication function of a mobile device is turned on and the mobile device is not paired with an access point or other devices through Wi-Fi or Bluetooth protocol, such mobile device is discoverable. Since the hardware MAC address is a globally unique identifier, it is easy to monitor the boarding and alighting information of each passenger by sensing the existence of the passenger's mobile devices. However, since the detection range of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing usually is larger The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The data collection tool and the data set used in this study are introduced at first. Furthermore, the features for representing the characteristics of each detected MAC address are proposed. Then, the method for passenger and non-passenger MAC address separation, the method for estimating the population number of ridership flow, and the performance evaluation measurements are introduced, respectively. After the explanation of the numerical results and the introduction of the passenger real-time monitoring system, the paper is summarized by concluding the research findings and the directions of future research.
Data Collection
The data used in this study were collected from 9 trips of 3 routes in Seattle. The detailed description of the data collection sensor, the study area, and the statistical description of the data set are introduced in the following sections.
Data Collection Sensor
The data collection sensor was developed based on Raspberry Pi. Raspberry Pi is a single-board computer developed in the United Kingdom. Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ was employed in this study, which is the latest version of a series of products with 1.4 GHz 64-bit Quad-Core Processor and 1 GB RAM. The detailed technical parameters are referred from the official introduction material (Upton and Halfacree, 2014) . Figure 1 shows the developed sensor used in this study. Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+, Wi-Fi adapter, Bluetooth adapter, GPS module, real-time clock module, and portable power bank were integrated. The following paragraphs describe each component in detail. To capture the MAC address of Wi-Fi management frames, the Wi-Fi 801.22ngb adapter was set in monitor mode in which the Wi-Fi adapter can capture the management frames sent from the discoverable mobile devices in Wi-Fi network within the detection range (Cunche, 2014) . In this study, a Wi-Fi adapter with Ralink 5370 Wi-Fi chipset was used. Its detection range is about 200ft and its frequency range is 2.4 -2.4835 GHz. For sensing the MAC address in Bluetooth slave response messages, the Bluetooth adapter was set to keep sending out inquiry request so that the tool can receive response messages of the discoverable mobile devices within the detection range. The Bluetooth adapter employed Bluetooth 4.0 BCM20702 chipset was used in this study. The detection range is about 60ft. For Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data, each data point contains MAC address, timestamp, and received signal strength indicator (RSSI). In order to record the moving features of the data collection tool, a GPS module was employed to record the high-resolution latitude and longitude. As shown in Figure 1 , the GPS module connected with Raspberry Pi through the USB port. The module employed a U-blox 7020 chipset with -162 dBm tracking sensitivity. The GPS module stored one data point half second, and each data point contains the current latitude, longitude, and timestamp.
In this study, data collection programs were running on the Raspberry Pi through a start-up script. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and GPS data were collected in parallel. The data integration of these three data sources is according to the timestamp. Raspberry Pi 3 has a real-time clock so that once the power is off the clock of Raspberry Pi would stop. If no internet connection or manual time synchronization service employed, the clock will not be synchronized with the current time. Even the GPS module can be used for time synchronization, it still has the possibility to fail in time correction if the GPS module has signal related issues. Thus, in order to avoid the issues caused by time, the DS 3231 RTC real-time clock module was employed. Then, the Raspberry Pi can synchronize time with the real-time clock module after booting. In addition, a portable power bank was used to supply power for the sensor's running.
Study Area
The study area of this research is three transit routes in the north of King County, including route 32, route 67 and route 372. Figure 2 shows the three routes on the map. Route 67 depicted in blue runs from University District to Northgate Transit Center, route 32 highlighted in red operates from Queen Avenue to Sand Point Way, and route 372 provides service along the route from Bothell to University District which is presented in green.
The data were collected from three trips of each route by the data collection sensor introduced in the last section. In each trip, the sensor was carried by volunteer seating in the middle of the vehicle. The sensor was powered on once the volunteer gets seated, and the sensor was powered off once the vehicle arrived at the last stop or the volunteer took off the vehicle. Since the MAC address data and GPS data were collected separately, a GPS location was assigned to each MAC address data point based on the timestamp. Figure 2 also visualizes all MAC address data by each route. The statistical description of the dataset is introduced in the next section. Table 1 shows the statistical description of each trip. There are 9 trips in total were traveled by the volunteer for collecting data. Notably, the number of stops is different from trip to trip. Since the vehicles only stop at the stations with waiting passengers or have passengers on vehicle requesting for taking off, only the stations where the vehicle has stopped were counted as stops in the dataset. In addition, only a part of the route was traveled for several trips, since the volunteer took off the vehicle before the vehicle arrived at the last station.
Dataset Description
Besides the trip information, the amount of data point and the amount of unique MAC address collected from each trip also are provided. Based on the statistical description, 17806 MAC address data points were collected, including 16027 Wi-Fi data points and 1779 Bluetooth data points. The huge difference between the amount of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth data points is caused by the amount of discoverable Wi-Fi and Bluetooth devices and the different time intervals between the frame transmission of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth protocols. Totally, 5064 unique MAC addresses were detected, including 4859 via Wi-Fi network and 205 via Bluetooth network. Based on the dataset, averagely, one unique Wi-Fi MAC address would be collected out of 4 Wi-Fi data points and one unique Bluetooth MAC address out of 10 Bluetooth data points. 
Feature Extraction
As discussed in the introduction, the MAC addresses which belong to the mobile devices carried by other vehicles or pedestrians still have the possibility to be detected. In the following situations, the MAC addresses belonging to the mobile devices carried by non-passengers could be detected by the on-vehicle sensor.
• Fixed Wi-Fi or Bluetooth devices in roadside buildings within the detection range • Mobile devices carried by people who are waiting for other transit vehicles at stations • Mobile devices carried by pedestrian or bicyclist within the detection range • Mobile devices in other vehicles within the detection range For the fixed devices and devices carried by people at stations, the features of the MAC address data are quite different with the features of passenger MAC address. Intuitively, the MAC address should be detected very few times or in a very short time period. For the mobile devices in other vehicle or carried by pedestrian and bicyclist, even they travel parallel with the transit vehicle, the MAC features also would be different with MAC addresses which belong to passengers' mobile devices, e.g. the location of the first and the last detection could be far away from the nearest stations.
In order to depict the features of each MAC address, 9 features were extracted from the MAC address sensing data and GPS data for each unique MAC address, which are presented in Table 2 . The features were categorized into two part in terms of which raw data set was used for feature extraction. MAC address features were extracted from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data, including the number of times detected, the detection duration, the average RSSI, and the maximum RSSI. Travel distance, average speed, maximum speed, and the distances of a vehicle to the nearest station when the MAC address was first and last detected were the five features which describe the moving status of the vehicle during the time period of each unique MAC address was detected. Based on such features calculated from MAC address data and GPS data, the MAC addressed belonging to passenger and non-passenger would be separated by the proposed methodology. Least Distance End The distance between the location of vehicle and the nearest station when the MAC address was last detected -(Meters)
Travel Distance
The total travel distance of the vehicle between the first and the last detection of a unique MAC address -(Meters)
Average Speed The average speed of the vehicle between the first and the last detection of a unique MAC address -(Meters/Second)
Maximum Speed
The largest speed of the vehicle between the first and the last detection of a unique MAC address -(Meters/Second)
Methodology
In order to estimate the true number of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop based on the extracted features, two methods are required to be conducted continuously, including passengers' and non-passengers' MAC address separation, and estimating the population number of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop based on the number of clustered passengers' MAC addresses. The following section will introduce each method in detail and the validation methods and measurements as well.
Passenger and Non-Passenger MAC Address Separation using Fuzzy C-Means Clustering
As discussed in the section of the introduction, FCM clustering would be employed as the proposed methodology for passengers' and non-passengers' MAC address separation. Other than hard or crisp clustering algorithms, the fuzzy clustering algorithm assigns a certain degree of membership to a data point for all clusters, which indicates the data point can belong to any cluster (Zadeh, 1965) . Thus, fuzzy clustering algorithms usually are useful when the boundaries among clusters are ambiguous (Xu and Wunsch, 2005) , which satisfies the characteristics of the overlapped feature spaces of passengers and non-passengers.
FCM is one of the most popular fuzzy clustering algorithms. It attempts to minimize the cost function in Equation (1) which is the summation of the membership function of each data point. The membership function only depends on the distance to the center of each cluster. Then, assign each data point to the closest cluster in terms of the membership function. Let = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , ⋯ , ) denotes a set of MAC address data points to be partitioned into clusters which is 2 in this study, representing the clusters of passengers and non-passengers. = ( 1 , 2 , 3 , ⋯ , ) denotes features of each MAC address data points. Then, the cost function would be calculated as the following equation:
where is the parameter for controlling the fuzzification which is usually set to 2 (Hathaway and Bezdek, 2001) . ∈ [0,1] is the membership function of th data point in cluster , which represents the possibility that th MAC address data point whether belongs to a passenger or not, thus, ∑ =1 ( = 1,2, ⋯ , ). is the center of th cluster, and ‖ * ‖ is the similarity function of data point and the cluster center . The cost function is minimized when the data points which are closer to the center of their clusters are assigned with higher membership values than the data points far from the centroid. The membership function and the center of each cluster are updated iteratively based on the following equations:
Initially, the centers of each cluster were randomly selected from the data set. Then, the membership function and the centers are updated until the cost function is converged. The convergence can be observed by measuring the difference in membership function changes and comparing the cluster centers at two successive iterations.
Estimating the Population Number of Onboard, Boarding and Alighting Passengers of Each Stop using Random Forest
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing only can detect the existence of partial mobile devices within the detection range, since only the mobile devices which Wi-Fi or Bluetooth function is turned on and does not connect to any access point or devices are discoverable. Therefore, in order to estimate the population number of passengers, RF regression model was employed.
RF regression is a widely used non-parametric machine learning algorithm for classification and regression. As discussed before, RF can capture the non-linear relationship in the data set. The general concept of RF was introduced by Breiman in 2001 (Breiman, 2001) . In this study, the CART (Classification and Regression Trees) algorithm (Breiman, 2017) was deployed for trees development. Once a CART tree has been built, the branches which do not contribute to the predictive performance of the tree will be pruned for avoiding overfitting. However, if the CART trees are used in the random forest, the pruning process will be ignored since the generalization error of a random forest will always converge.
For the RF model development in this study, 5 variables were selected as the regressors, including the day of week, the hour of day, the minute of hour, the dummy variable of whether the current stop is the last stop of the trip, and the number of unique MAC addresses which are clustered as passengers. The number of trees in RF would be set as = 100, which is recommended by previous studies (Genuer et al., 2010; Oliveira et al., 2012) .
Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Methodologies

Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Performance Evaluation
In order to evaluate the FCM clustering performance, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and a Bayesian approach to GMM (BGM) were selected as the baseline models. The reason that we chose mixture density-based clustering as the baseline models is that GMM is good at forming smooth approximation to arbitrarily shaped of the probability density and at scaling with the dimensionally of data (Reynolds, 2015) , which is suitable for the dataset with ambiguous boundaries. BGM optimizes the selection of the number of components in the model as well as the partition data sets by automatically penalizing the overcomplex model (Roberts et al., 1998) , which could further improve the performance of the GMM model. In addition, BGM can avoid overfitting by eliminating parameters using integration (Attias, 2000) . The model specification can be found in the references (Lee et al., 2003; Reynolds, 2015) . Then, four measurements for clustering validation were employed. The following paragraphs would introduce them in detail.
External and internal clustering validation is the two main categories of validation methods (Wu et al., 2009 ). The major difference is whether external information would be used for validation. For unsupervised clustering algorithms, internal clustering validation is the only option due to the lack of available labeling information (Liu et al., 2010) .
Compactness and separation are the two main criteria for measuring the validation of clusters. Compactness measures the intra-distance of each cluster and separation measures inter-distance (Tan, 2018; Zhao and Karypis, 2002) . The following measurements would be employed to validate the performance of the proposed clustering algorithm, including Silhouette coefficient, Dunn's index, Davies-Bouldin index, and Beta CV measurement.
Silhouette coefficient (SC) (Rousseeuw, 1987) evaluates the performance of clustering result based on the pairwise difference of inter and intra distances of clusters, which is simply expressed as equation below
where ( ) is the average distance between the th sample and all samples which are included in a given cluster , and ( ) is the minimum average distance between the th sample and all samples of a given cluster ( ≠ ). The value of SC ranges in [−1, 1]. A large SC value infers better clustering results.
Dunn's (DU) index is dedicated for identifying sets of compact and well separated clusters by maximizing intercluster distances whilst minimizing intra-cluster distances (Dunn, 1974) . The Dunn's validation index is calculated as
where ( , ) measures the inter-cluster distance between and , Δ( ) defines the intra-cluster distance of , and is the number of clusters. A larger value of Dunn's index implies better clustering results. Davies-Bouldin (DB) index (Davies and Bouldin, 1979) is the ratio of the sum of intra-cluster distance to intercluster separation, which is expressed by
where ( , ) is the inter-cluster distance between the centers of clusters and and ( ) is the intra-cluster diameter of the cluster . The lower the DB value, the better the clustering results.
Beta CV Measure (Analysis, 2011 ) is a measurement of clustering validation based on the ratio of the mean intracluster distance to the mean inter-cluster distance which can be calculated as below (Han and Science, 2017) = ⁄ ⁄ (7) where is the number of distinct intra-cluster edges, is the number of distinct inter-cluster edges.
Evaluation of the Estimated Population Number of Onboard, Boarding and Alighting Passengers of Each Stop
The performance of the RF regression model for estimating the population number of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop is compared with the performance of the traditional linear regression model developed based on the same data set. Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) are used as the evaluation measurements. The following equations present the measurement formulation,
where ̂ is the estimated number of onboard, boarding or alighting passenger of stop , is the observed value, and is the number of stops in the testing data set. Typically, the MAE presents a measure of the average misprediction of the model, the MSE is used to measure the error associated with a prediction, and the MAPE usually expresses accuracy as a percentage. The model with a smaller value of MAE, MSE and MAPE performs better in the prediction of observed data.
Numerical Results
The numerical results would be presented in terms of (i) passenger and non-passenger MAC address separation, and (ii) the estimation of population number of onboard, boarding and alighting passenger of each stop.
Passenger and Non-Passenger MAC Address Separation
The raw Wi-Fi and Bluetooth MAC address sensing data and the GPS data were used to extract the proposed features of each MAC address. The FCM clustering was conducted to cluster each MAC address into passenger or non-passenger clusters. The measurements of each model are presented in Table 3 . According to the evaluation measurements, the FCM clustering model outperformed all models in terms of achieving the highest value of SC and DU and the lowest value of Beta CV and DB, which indicates the clusters were separated well by the FCM clustering. The BGM and GM models had similar performance according to the closing value of all 4 measurements. Totally, 5064 unique MAC address were clustered by the FCM clustering algorithm into two clusters with 399 passenger MAC addresses and 4665 non-passenger MAC addresses. Based on the FCM clustering results, the statistical summary of the characteristics of each proposed feature is presented in Table 4 . The mean values of the number of times detected and the detection duration of passengers are much larger than those of non-passengers. The non-passengers only had 1.26 times average detection and 4.24 seconds detection duration which is consistent with the assumption that non-passengers' MAC address would be detected for a few times or within a narrow time window. The average RSSI and the max RSSI of passengers is larger than those of non-passenger for all four numbers, which is reasonable that the signal strength of non-passenger's mobile device might be influenced by the bodyshell of the transit vehicle or the larger distance with the sensor. The distances of the vehicle to the nearest station when the MAC address was first and last detected of the passenger are about 200 meters smaller than those of non-passenger for the mean values. It is explicable that the MAC addresses of passengers are more likely to be detected around the station for the first and the last detection, and MAC addresses of non-passengers are more likely to be detected during the transit vehicle is far away from stations. But the distance to the transit station of the MAC addresses of non-passengers who are waiting for other vehicles at the station is very trivial. Thus, several MAC addresses which were the first and the last detections close to the stations were still considered as non-passenger. Other three vehicle status related features of passengers, including trip distance, average speed, and max speed, have higher mean values than those of non-passengers for all four-number. The mean values of these three features of non-passengers' MAC addresses are close to zero, which indicates the vehicle almost halted during the time period when the MAC addresses of nonpassengers were detected. It is noticed that the maximum values of average speed and the max speed of passenger are unreasonably high, which is caused by unstable GPS data. In summary, the feature space of the passenger's MAC address features is distinguished with the MAC address of non-passenger. 
Estimating the Population Number of Onboard, Boarding and Alighting Passenger of Each Stop
After separating the MAC address of passengers from the whole data set, the boarding and alighting stations of each passenger need to be determined. The boarding and alighting stations of each unique MAC address were assigned based on the distances of the vehicle to the nearest station for the first and the last detection. The stations with the smallest distance to the vehicle for the first and the last detection were considered as the boarding and alighting station, respectively. The passenger was considered as staying on the vehicle for the stations between the boarding and alighting stations. The total number of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop were counted based on the FCM clustering results. In order to further evaluate the clustering results of the FCM, the total number of onboard, boarding and alighting passenger of each stop were also counted based on the BGM and GM clustering results. Then, the data were divided into training data and testing data with a portion of 7:3 for developing the proposed RF regression model as well as the linear regression model. The manual counting number of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop was used as the ground truth for calculation the evaluation measurements of MAE, MSE and MAPE.
Firstly, only the number of onboard passengers was estimated. The estimation performance evaluation results are presented in Table 5 . According to the evaluation results, the estimated results, the estimated results based on the FCM clustering results performed better than other baseline models in terms of the smallest values of MSE, MAE and MAPE for both the estimations of the linear regression and the RF regression, which indicated the effectiveness of the FCM clustering model for the passenger MAC address separation. Furthermore, the estimated performance of the proposed RF regression algorithm is more accurate than that of the linear regression model for all three clustering results. MSE, MAE, and MAPE of the RF regression model are highly smaller those of the linear regression model. Then, the estimated values of each stop based on the FCM clustering results and the ground truth value were visualized in Figure 3 . The solid line in black color is the clustered number of MAC addresses belonging to the onboard passenger of each stop based on the FCM results. The solid line in red color is the ground truth number of onboard passengers of each stop. For most of the stops, the number of passenger MAC addresses is a small proportion of the ground truth, and it can effectively reveal the variation tendency of the ground truth. The dashed line in blue color presented the estimated number of onboard passengers based on the estimation of linear regression. By employing linear regression, the number of passenger MAC addresses were enlarged with a fixed proportion. It is noticed that the difference between the number of passenger MAC addresses and the ground truth is not invariable, e.g. for some stops, the difference is smaller than the general magnitude, but for some other stops, the number of passenger MAC addresses is even larger than the ground truth value. Thus, if estimating the population number of onboard passengers by regressing the number of passenger MAC addresses through a linear relationship, the errors of the estimation could be unacceptable. By capturing the non-linear relationship between the number of passenger MAC addresses and the ground truth, the RF regression model achieved a precise estimation of the population number of onboard passengers. The green dash line provided the estimation results of each stop, which is highly close to the red line and even superposed the red line for some stops. In order to further demonstrate the performance of the proposed FCM clustering algorithm, the estimated numbers of onboard passengers were calculated based on the filtered results of two existing filtering-based methods for separating out the MAC addresses of non-passengers.
Matthew et, al (2016) (Dunlap et al., 2016) developed a three-step filtering method for separating passengers and non-passengers (denotes as Filtering Method 1). The MAC address which fits any following conditions would be considered as a non-passenger MAC address, 1) total detection number is lower than 3 times for Wi-Fi MAC address and 1 time for Bluetooth MAC address, 2) the detection duration is less than 60 seconds, and 3) the distances of vehicle to the nearest station when the MAC address is detected at the first and the last time are larger than 600 ft for Wi-Fi and 300 ft for Bluetooth. The first and the last stops of the trip were determined by the stations which are the nearest stops to the vehicle when the MAC address is detected at the first and the last time. Rabi et, al. (Mishalani et al., 2016) defined a filter with four parameters to separate the passenger from noises (denotes as Filtering Method 2). The threshold they set were, 1) any unique MAC address that had duration under 3 minutes was considered as a nonpassenger, 2) any unique MAC address that had maximum signal strength that is lower than 20th of the cumulative distribution of observed signal strengths was considered as a non-passenger, 3) any unique MAC address that had total travel distance less than 900 ft was considered as a non-passenger, and 4) any unique MAC address that had a total number of detected signal per mile was less than 10 was considered as a non-passenger. To determine the boarding and alighting stops for each unique MAC address of passenger, Filtering Method 2 made use of the first and last detected time of each MAC, the distance between the sensor and stops nearby as well as a preset threshold of the maximum sensor detection range of 200 ft.
The estimation results of RF regression and linear regression based on the filtering results were compared with the estimations based on FCM clustering results. Table 6 shows the evaluation measurements. Consistent with the previous evaluation results, the RF regression model performed better than the linear regression for all measurements.
Among existing filtering methods, Filtering Method 2 achieved a better performance than Filtering Method 1 by employed more filters and combining the detection ranges for boarding and alighting stop determination. All three measurements of Filtering Method 2 were smaller than those of Filtering Method 1. The estimated results based on the FCM clusters were hugely improved compared to the results of two existing filtering algorithms. It is further demonstrated that the MAC addresses of passenger and non-passenger are hard to be well separated by filters. However, by considering the overlapped feature spaces of passenger and non-passenger, the FCM clustering algorithm effectively separated the MAC addresses of passenger and non-passenger. Furthermore, the RF regression model effectively estimated the population number of onboard passengers by capturing the non-linearity. The scatter plots of the ground truth versus the estimated number of onboard passengers based on the FCM results and two existing filtering algorithms are presented in Figure 4 for analyzing the reason for inaccurate separation results. The RF model was used for estimating the population value based on the separated passenger MAC address counts. According to the figure, the dots in the plots of both existing filtering algorithms are dispersed around the diagonal line. For Filtering Method 1, most of the dots are above the diagonal line, which indicates the MAC addresses were more likely to be separated into the non-passenger cluster so that the number of onboard was underestimated. The potential reason is that the Filtering Method 1 is inclined to separate passenger into the non-passenger cluster, e.g. the GPS location was recorded every 20 seconds so that the distance of the vehicle to the nearest station is highly possible to be larger than the detection range for the first detection of a passenger MAC address. For the results of Filtering Method 2, the dots in the scatter plot centered more to the diagonal line. However, most of the dots are beneath the line, which indicates the algorithm overestimated the number of onboard passengers. The explanation could be the filter of signal strength was apt to separate the non-passenger MAC addresses to the passenger cluster since the distribution of signal strength of non-passenger MAC address is similar to the distribution of passenger MAC address. The rightmost scatter plot presents the data estimated based on the FCM passenger cluster data. The dots were highly concentrated around the diagonal line which is the indicator of a minor difference between the estimation and the ground truth. It is noticed that the estimation is more accurate for the small number of passengers. However, as the number increased, the error became more considerable. The potential reason could be the insufficient data point with a large value in the training data set, which can be solved by collecting more data for the training process. Besides the number of onboard passengers, the numbers of boarding and alighting passengers of each stop were also estimated using the RF regression model based on the FCM clustering results. The estimation performance was evaluated by the three measurements calculated based on the manual counting numbers of boarding and alighting passengers of each stop, which is presented in Table 7 . According to the evaluation results, the estimated numbers of boarding and alighting passengers are acceptable in terms of the small value of MSE, MAE, and MAPE. It is noticed that the MAPEs of both estimated numbers of boarding and alighting passengers are higher than the MAPE of the estimated number of onboard passengers, which is potentially caused by numerous zero values of the number of boarding and alighting passengers in the dataset. 
Estimating the Ridership Flow and O-D Information of the Selected Transit Trip
Based on the proposed methodology, the transit demand can be monitored by the estimated numbers of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers and O-D information from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data. In order to further demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method, the ridership flow and O-D matrix of a selected trip were estimated based on the proposed methodologies, and the results are presented in Table 8 and 9. The selected trip traveled on November 9 th , 2018 from 19:38:58 to 20:05:48. Totally, the transit vehicle stopped at 15 stations during the trip. The detailed statistical description of the MAC address sensing data can be found in Table 1 . Table 8 presents the O-D matrix of the MAC addresses which were clustered in passenger clusters by the FCM clustering algorithm. Even only partial O-D information can be achieved, the main trend of the travel demand still can be achieved. Besides the O-D matrix, the numbers of boarding and alighting passengers were estimated using the RF regression model. The RF regression was trained by the data set which is collected from other trips. The ground truth numbers of boarding and alighting passengers of each stop are also presented in the table. The estimated result has an acceptable difference with the ground truth value, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method. Table  9 shows the estimated number of onboard passengers of each stop and the ground truth as well. The estimated errors are negligible for the most stops. However, the estimation errors were relatively large for the last two stops. Since the data collection sensor was powered off before the trip ended for the selected trip, the MAC address sensing data quality was influenced for the last two stops. Therefore, the zero number of MAC addresses for the last stops is the main reason for the large error. The number of passenger MAC addresses is the main input of the RF regression model for estimating the true number of passengers. The hour of the day and the minute of the hour are two additional input of the RF regression model for adjusting the estimated value. Thus, if the estimated number of passenger MAC addresses is greatly different from the ground truth, the RF regression still hardly regress the number of passenger MAC addresses close to the ground truth. This could be future work for improving the methodologies.
By successfully capturing the partial O-D matrix, the numbers of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop of the selected trip and the O-D information can be achieved. Based on the output parameters of the proposed methodologies, it can be easily observed through the table that which parts of the trip have more travel demands, which stops are more popular for the traveler, and what is the O-D trend of travelers.
REAL-TIME TRANSIT RODERSHIP FLOW AND O-D INFORMATION MONITORING SYSTEM
Based on the proposed methods, an algorithm framework was developed for public transit passenger monitoring using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data which is presented in Figure 5 . Generally, the proposed algorithm is a threestep data-driven approach.
Step one aims to extract the proposed features of each MAC address and the vehicle status during the detection time period each MAC address from the Wi-Fi and Bluetooth MAC address sensing data, and high-resolution GPS location record of the transit vehicle. Then, the MAC addresses with their extracted features would be used as input data of step two. In step two, the proposed FCM clustering algorithm would be employed to cluster the MAC addresses into the passenger cluster and non-passenger cluster based on the features. The MAC addresses data which are clustered as passenger's MAC address will be the input of step three. In addition, the ground truth data collected by manual counting, in-vehicle surveillance camera, and transit smart card reader would be also used for training the proposed RF regression model. The trained RF regression model would estimate the population 1  2  2  3  2  19  19  Total Ground Truth Alighting 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 0 2 2 6 16 16 Total Estimated Alighting 0 0 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 2 5 24 24 Table 9 : The number of onboard passengers of the selected trip Stops 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 Ground Truth Onboard Passenger 2 4 5 5 5 4 5 6 5 7 6 7 5 6 6 Onboard MAC of Each Stop 2 3 5 5 6 5 8 5 6 7 7 6 5 2 0 Estimated Onboard Passenger 2 4 5 5 5 6 6 4 4 5 5 5 4 3 1 numbers of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop. By accurately clustering the MAC addresses of passengers, the OD matrix of partial passengers also can be achieved based on the assigned origin and destination of each passenger. Finally, a dedicated system was designed for monitoring public transit passengers, that the system structure is presented in Figure 6 . The data collection sensor will be installed in the vehicle as well as at transit stations. The Wi-Fi and Bluetooth MAC addresses of discoverable mobile devices within the detection range will be detected, including mobile phones, laptops, earphones, etc. The real-time data will be transmitted from sensors to the remote data management and analysis server through 3G or 4G wireless networks. In addition, transit smart card data and invehicle surveillance camera data will also be transmitted to the remote server for providing the ground truth information to the system. Then, the ridership flow and O-D information will be estimated through the proposed algorithm framework using both MAC address sensing data and the ground truth data. The target parameters not only include the numbers of onboard, boarding and alighting passengers of each stop, passenger OD matrix but also include the number of waiting passengers at stations and the waiting time of each passenger, with the help of the installed sensors at transit stations for monitoring waiting passengers. By deploying the proposed system, the real-time information of transit operation can be delivered to the public in time, so that the public can optimize the travel plan based on the real-time information. Furthermore, the real-time information of transit passengers also can be used to optimize the vehicle dispatching and trip scheduling. Figure 6 The structure of real-time transit passenger monitoring system.
Conclusions and Future Works
In summary, this study developed a three-step data-driven approach for mining the transit ridership flow and O-D information from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data, which is consisted of feature extraction for each detected MAC address, FCM clustering algorithm for separating MAC address of passenger based on the extracted features of each MAC address, and RF regression for estimating the population number of ridership flow based on the number of MAC addresses in passenger cluster. In order to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model, GMM and BGM were selected as the baseline models of the FCM clustering, and linear regression was selected for the RF regression. Multiple measurements were calculated based on observed data and the estimates to provide the quantitative evidence for evaluating the estimation performance. Finally, a real-time system for monitoring the ridership flow and O-D information was designed based on the proposed algorithm framework.
According to the experimental results, the proposed FCM clustering algorithm achieved the best performance compared with the baseline models. Furthermore, by well separating the passenger and non-passenger MAC addresses, the estimated population number of onboard passengers of each stop based on the FCM clustering results estimated by both linear regression and RF regression outperformed the GMM and BGM models in terms of MSE, MAE and MAPE, which further demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed FCM clustering algorithm. In order to compare the performance of the proposed FCM model with the filter-based models in previous studies, the population number of onboard passengers was estimated based on the FCM clustering results, Filtering Method 1 and Filtering Method 2, respectively, by both linear regression and RF regression. For both two regression methods, the estimates based on the FCM clustering results performed better than others. Moreover, for all experiments of population ridership estimation conducted in this study, the proposed RF regression model outperformed the linear regression model by achieving lower estimation errors. Therefore, the proposed three-step data-driven method effectively estimated the ridership flow and O-D information from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data.
The findings of this study can help to provide precise and real-time transit ridership flow and O-D information for supporting the transit network plan and optimizing the service. In addition, transit service users could get a better understanding of the operational status of the transit system for saving the waiting time and avoiding congestion. In this study, the O-D information is still a part of the population O-D information. The O-D population inference based on Wi-Fi and Bluetooth sensing data could be a valuable research direction for improving the comprehensiveness and accuracy of the whole system.
